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A/1-W A C Team Is Named
PHOENIX - Jerry Chambe1•s,
Utah, and F1•eddie Lewis, Arizona StatCl, were unanimous choices fo1· the official All-Westem
Athletic Co1rfel'ence basketbnll
teum, announced Wednesday by
Commissioner Paul W. Brechler.
Othm•s chosen in voting by
·players and sports information
dire<>tors of the six conference
sl'hools a1·c M\JJ Daniels, N cw
MNdco; Dick Ncnwlka, Brigham

Young University; and Leon
Clurk, Wyoming.
Second 'feam Named
N mnecl to the second tcmn ~we
Dick Sherman, Wyoming; .Jell'
Congdon, B1·igham Young; Ted
Pickett, Arizona; Steve Kramer,
B1:ighmn You11g·; and Dtlnnis
Hamilton, A1·izonn State.
The all-ronferencC' tea1n is composed of ph\Y<.'l'S whose combin<.'d
eonfe1•enco season ave1·ages total

Sports
Notes
by PAUL COUEY
The culmination of tlll'ec and plans and take the NCAA.
Utah's trip to Ma1•yland is the
one-half months of basketball gets
second
time in five years that the
under way at College Park, Mm·y.
Runnin' Redskins have come to
land tomorrow nig·ht on the Uni- the NCAA tourney. Any man who
versity of Mm•yland campus. can get his team to the semi-finals
Four teams Duke, Kentucky, Tex- with cripples and nobodies has to
as Western, and Utah will vie be either fem·ed or laughed at ...
for the coveted honor of NCAA and nobody ever laughs at Jack
Gardner.
champ.
Regardless of the outcome,
As far as the favorite goes .•. Southwest-Rockies fans can reit has to be Texas Western in my joice. The finals on Saturday night
book. The Miners from El Paso will ha~e an a1·ea team playing
have proven themselves time and either Duke or Kentucky.
time again during the season as
And just as an anecdote for
l'eal champions, coming back from · those fans who say the ratings
great deficits to eventually win. mean nothing, just look who's
But their real test came at the playing in the tournament--Duke,
1·egional playoffs in Lubbock, Tex- Kentucky, and Texas Western,
as last weekend. TW was pitted the top three teams in the nation.
against two of the meanest tournament teams in the nation, CinPlays Saturday
cinnati, and Kansas. They won
both of those games, of course,
the way they won a lot throughout
the season . . . by coming from
behind.
1'W Has Teamwork
In addition to the ability to
Teams in the Soccer League
come from behind, Texas Western
played
theh· third game of the
has other characteristics of a
championship team. Four of their · t<n~rnatlwnUJ~.!>t. ,Sun~~Y, 'J.:he ,9'!1-lY
starters average from 10 to 14 teams to remain unbeaten were
points per game. There is no sin- Albuque1·que Soccer Club, Latin
gle man the team depends on. America and Europe. AlbuquerInstead its teamwork-and a que Soccer Club took a 5-2 victory
great bench-that gets the Miners over the P.E. Majors, while North
through time and time again.
America edged the Southwest SocHowever, just because they have cer Club 4-2.
balanced scoring in David Latin,
In the game of the weekend,
Harry Flournoy, Nevil Shed, and Latin America and Europe battled
Orstin Artis, one cannot discount each other for ninety minutes only
the rampaging antics of Bobby to come to a 1-1 tie. This game
Joe Hill. Hill has to be the spark saw tempers fly and a few fists.
for the Miners. When Texas West- A crowd of seventy-five saw the
ern was behind against Cincinnati action.
it was Hill who came back with
Mter three games the team
his driving lay-ups to bring the standings are as follows:
Miners from the depths of defeat
G.P. W L
'I
to the plaudits of victory.
Albu, Soccer Club
3
3
0
0
Latin
America
3
2
1
0
These charcteristics; balance,
Europe
2
1
0
l
the ability to come from behind Southwest Soccer Club 3
1
2
0
North America
3
1
2
0
and win, and the presence of one
P.E. Majors
2
0
2
0
.Jan Mcdlk
solidifying man, have been the
2
0
2
0
ones that have characterized
championship teams in the past.
Only once in recent years has a
team come to the semi-finals on
the shoulders of one man. That
happened last year when Bill
Bradley of Princeton almost got
the job done. All the other recent
winners, UCLA, Duke, Loyola of
Chicago, all have had balance and
the ability to come from behind
as their mainstays of winning •
Chambers Holds Utah
However, the one man theory
holds up again this time around. CLASSIFIE!D ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65o-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
While Rich Ttate, Jeff Ockle, and must
be submitted by noon on day before
to Room 150, Student Publica·
Lyndon McKay of Utah are cer- publication
tainly assets to their team, one tiona Building. Phone 277-4002 or 277-4102.
FOR SALE
man-Jerry Chambers-has been
00
FORD
Sunliner.
Tudor glass top ; rate
the one who has carried Utah.
and attractive. Make offer to Mlller, 243·
Chambers scored over 40 points in
7584, 1705 Mesa Vista Rd. NE. 3/16, 17,
18.
three of the Utes last four games
SERVICES
(he got 33 in the fourth). PerTYPEWRITER
sales & repair. Special
haps Jack "the wonder" Gardner
:rates to UNM ~tudenta on all .machin.,,
with his "team of cripples and noFree pickup & delivery. E & E Type.
writer Service. 2217 Coal SE, phone 243·
bodies" (who does he think he's
0588.
kidding) will upset everyone's

120.4 points and 47.4 personal rebounds per game.
Chmnbers, 6-4 senior forward
and center from Wt\shington, DC
averaged 30.1 points nnd 12.5 rebounds in conference games and
also was the league's top shal'P·
shootel' with a J1eld goal percentage of ,523. He broke five confer0nce scoring records.
Set Six Records
Lewis, (l.O playmake1·, also
from the nation's capital, averagt'd .26.2 points and 6.5 rebounds
in <:onferenc0 gamt's and set six
m'w scoring r('(•orrls at Arizona
:::itatt' in his senior yenr.
.
N cmellta, 6-0 senio1• guard from
:::inlt Lalw City, averaged 23.6
points and .1 r(.'b()lmds and was
a defensive mainstay on the
Cougar team. A top scholar with
an A-minus average, he is a
candidate for the all-American
academic basketball team.
Was Top Rebounder
Clark, a 6-6 hustler f1•om Harvey, Illinois, .had averages of 21.3
points in scoring and 512.4 l'Obounds in conference play. He
was the top rebounde1· in the
conference a year ago, but was
edged by Chambers this season.
Only junior on the all-star
team, the 6-9 Daniels, from Detroit, scored 19.2 points .per conference game and averaged 11.1
rebounds, despite an injury which
handicapped him toward the end
of the season.
Honorabel mention designees
are George Fisher, Utah; Harvey Fox, Arizona; Ben Monroe
and Bill Morgan, New Mexico;
and Mike Eberle, Wyoming.
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This Saturday the All Star
Team will play the College of
Santa Fe (formerly St. Michaels)
hi Saiit~ Fe. Probable starters
have not been selected yet, but
the list will probably be very
similar to that of previous
matches. The College of Santa
Fe team lost to the Albuquerque
Soccer Club last semester.
All costs of transportation will
be paid by the players and the
UNM Soccer Club. There will be
no regular league games this Sunday because of the College of
Santa Fe game.
·
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OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

EDITOR PAUL COUEY

Vol. 69

No. 81
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Goodbye, Mrs, Slander,
eve1• YOUl' are.

Board Cofnmen

N

Decision of ~ditor
Student Publications Board issued a formal sfatement
saying that the LOBO exhibited poor judgment in runni~
the column, "Ask Ann Slanders." The statement also coinmended Editor Jim Jansson for voluntarily removing the
column from the paper.
.
The resolution closes by stating that the statement represents a guideline for future editors to follow.

SDS to Sponsor
Days of Protest
THE

1~TUDEN! PUBLICATIONS Board is

pictured debating proposed action on the "Ann Slander"

co~p- 1ant subm1tted to the group !'Y the father of a UNM freshman. The Board finally ruled that the

prmtmg of the column was p~r Judgement but co mmcnded LOBO Ed ito J" J
f
1
·1
terminating it.
·
r 1m ansson or vo un!an y

DAVE CHASE HEI,PED THE
New Mexieo cause Tuesday
afternoon against Colorado
State as he accounted for two
runs, five hits, and three runs
batted in. New Mexico took the
game by a 12·1 score.
Three teenage daughters of a
Cornell U. researcher were suspended from classes after they
defied a ban by school officials in
the wearing of ankle length "granny" dresses to class. We wonder
what would happen if they lowered their drawers.

b.i.Se

SELECT
YOU GET

ALL
OF YOUR
BEST MATCHES

exclusive at

Listen

to KNMD

. . . . .

EW
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UNM All-Star Soccer Teams Travels
To Santa Fe for Tournament Contest

..
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Travelstead Tells No Ruling Is Made
Of Pions to Run a··.n D. ra.lt.
·. ·s
fi Exam·

ByANNELEHNHAUSEN
LOBO Staff Writer
International Days of Protest
will be March 25 to 26 sponsored
by the Students for a Democratic
Society for those who are against
the Viet Nam war.
H. Dietmar Starke, Chairman of
SDS, said in a SDS meeting last
night that SDS supports the New
Mexico Citizens Convention on
the Protest even though they are
participating only as individuals.
Alternatives· Sought
There will be working sessions
in · which alternatives will be
sought against the U.S. Policy in
VietNam.
Participants will meet in one of
the following workshops.
1. Effective politica:l action within established groups.
2. Supporting a unified peace
movement.

..

Reason for Gemini Scare
Unknown, Officials State

J

-~· hlio Station :Files APf,lkotioil
for FM CtmsfruCtion lke11se

PEitSONALIZ:ED and trcatlvc alterations
and restyling. Sewing and tnending. Mrn~
Hover, 207 Stanford SE (close to Uni.
vcrsity}, pbone 242-~ ..
. .
PERSONALS
l•'LYING students eheck our new lower
rates, Ask ahobt the $il.OO introduct<Jry
offer.. Many additional feAtures- at no
"xtra ~-2~1 Sout_h.~'!,tC~~c...ll!'!!'!l!':~!
GASH JJnid for ol<l comie hooks. Cheek
yout hoin<'! colle~tion ovcl' 11!n~tcr~ Call
242·20ilU for dctnils. 3/14, 1G, 17, 18.
GREr:~TING~~;n;d; -for~-;~;;·iOn,-·-co;
te:mrJOrary, F.:nKter and St. Pa:triflk'A~ Also
Quality Wodrlint: Invitations. Gresham'•
..~.~J.!allmark, 1150~_21~~:.:._ __
--~____!!ELl' WANl'ED
_
TYP1Sl' want<!<T, part time now-full time
this Summer. Southw"'t Teacher• Agency,
1303 Central NE, phoM l!42•3M5. 3/14,

tO, 1'1.

.J
'

-

student. In his letter, Bolles said
that the column, "could have been
interesting and humorous, instead
it is vulgar and disrespectful.'~ ...
In a close five to four vote tlie
board voted that the column was
indeed in violation of the code
of policy adopted by the board.
Dissenters of the vote expressed
opposition ranging from the belief that the column was not objectionable to dissatisfaction with
the wording of the resolution.
Taste Debated
The board debated to great
length over whether or not the
column was in bad taste. "I feel
that since Jansson exibited his
own judgement on the column and
he thought the column was ques-

Calling for reduction of student
government apathy, Coleman
By CHUCK NOLAND
Travelstead, UNM sophomore, is
a period of one year, after which
LOBO Staff Writer
announcing his candidacy for the
time the registrant's case is reNo official rulings regarding considered. He continually stressed
..;••
Student Council seat left ·vacant
testing of co11ege students as a the fact that each registrant is
by Carrol Cagle's resignation.
A history major in the College basis for awarding deferments considered for defennent as an
of Education, Travelstead is now under the Selective Service Law individuql rather thal\ a memller
,· a..,,~u~~~llg ill<Uvil\11•1• alld tional,>~~.~tne column did violate
in his third semester at UNM, hilS yet been issued to local bruu:ds, t>£ any group,
dmSJJ &l'OJlpJ>,
.
Prlor to his enrollment here, Dr. Frank Beeves, chairman of
4. Working with special groups the code of policy, "said Jerry
May Not Volunteer
Graft', faculty member of the
as churches, schools and unions.
Travelstead spent one year at Bernalillo County Selective SerConcerning men who have vol·
5.
Draft
and
conscientious
obvice
Local
Board
No.
1
told
a
board.
•...Colorado State, and three years
unteered after receiving induction jection.
group
of
about
100
men
in
the
"I feel that there is nothing
in the United States Army.
6. Civil disobedience.
notices, Dr. Reeves said: "As of
about the column
objectionable
He is currently vice-chairman Mesa Vista lobby last night.
7. Student action.
"I haven't seen any official di- Jan. 20 this year, no man who has
of City Resident Council and an
said
board
member Barbara
·8. Alternatives to escalation.
observer of the New Mexico As- rectives about the test--aUt know been ordered to report for induc9. Fact or fiction-the U.S. Knott.
sociation of College Student Gov- is what I've read in the papers," tion into the Anned Forces may commitment;
Tony Hillerman, advisor to the
volunteer for any branch of the
ernments finance seminar.
Dr. Reeves said. He did say, how- serviee."
10.
Influencing
the
press.
·
Pub Board said, "Although the
Herewith is his .statement:
ever, that "No examination score
Lehman Key Notes
fact
that the column was not
Dr. Reeves stressed the fact
The Convention will begin with
"I, Coleman Travelstead, an- can dictate classifications to a
I
that
no.
man
may
be
inducted
un•
a key note speech Friday, March funny is one of its sins, the fact
n!mnce my candidacy for Student local board. The results of any
voluntary test will be strictly ad- less he is elassified either I-A 25, 8 p.m. in the Kiva by Robe1·t that the staff would risk the right
Coo neil.
(available for military service).
"At the present time student visory and in no way dictatorial!' or I-A-0 (conscientious objector Lehman, a Los Angeles Unitarian of editorial freedom is what
Minister.
bothers me most.''
government on the UNM campus
Local Bl)ards Autonomoys
available for non-combatant miliA
panel
discussion
will
be
held
William Huber, chairman of the
is. bogged down in hopeless tradiTo clarify his point, Dr. Reeves tary service.) If a man holds a March 26 at 9:30 a.m. in Room board said, "Editorial freedom on
tion and apathy. As a new mem- explained that under the Selective deferment and is reclassified, he
ber of Student Council, I would Service Law each local board is may appeal to the local board 250 of the Union. The topic will a college paper is extremely rare,
present new and vigorous ideas to made up of townspeople and is within 10 days of the mailing of be "World Press Views on Viet that they (the LOBO) would risk
the proposals remaining for con- free of any outside control in his reclassification notice and re- Nam." Reports from the '\York- so much for so little is what is
shops will be assembled that after- important."
sideration this year.
detennining classification of reg- ceive a hearing.
noon.
Disservice l>iseussed
"At this time of transition from istrants. BecaUSe of this, the local
When asked how advisable it
"SDS is thinking of having a
the old to the new form of student boards may use any test results to would be for a college student to Protest March after the ConvenBefore the board reached i:l!s ,
government, whoever is elected to as large or as small a degree as drop out of school for a year to tion," said Starke. "Possibly we final decision Huber said that the
·
fill the empty council seat shpuJd they wish.
earn money to go back to school, will march from the University to board '\Vas doing a disservice to
be one who will promote continthe editor if it skirted the issue.
To many questions about stu- Dr. Reeves advised the questioner, the Federal Building,'' he said.
uity and a smooth progression dent deferments, Dr. Reeves re- "You'd better borrow it."
.
"We
drew up this code of policy
(Continued on page 8)
into the new constitution. As I plied: "It is impossible to say
to give the editor general guideplan tp continue to be active in anything about ,...students ·as a
ing as to what the LOBO could
The Associated Students of the group being deterred. The local
print. The board must help the
University of New Mexico, l boards consider each registrant
editor by giving him advice.'' ·
would be able to provide sueh con- as an individual rather than a
Jansson when questioned by '!;he·
tinuity.
board
said that after rereading
member of a group in matters of
the column he thought that it con"l would give impetus and sup. classification.''
tained "adolecent humor" and that
port to the new constitution and
Dr. Reeves explained that deferit was not "doing the paper any
make its provisions univcrsaUy ments are awarded by a majority
By United Press International
gedy 185 miles above the earth.
good.'' "We tried it as an experiapplicable and understood as pos- vote of the six-member local board
KADENA AFB, OkinawaThe
tapes
revealed
the
drama
as
ment
on humor but it failed to be
si"le!'
and deferments are awarded for Gemini pilots, Neil Armstrong the astronauts tried to regain funny.''
and David Scott, were still at this control of the Gemini. Armstrong
base
last night in preparation for said that they were just barely
Formal Reply
First Step
their flight back to the U.S. They able te hold their own as their
The board voted to make a for1
had been scheduled to take oft' Geu:iiDi capsule heaved wildly. mal reply to Bolles letter as his
earlier but were delayed. There The"'larpes showed also that Ann· letter was a formal protest. "It is
was no immediate explanation.
strotta and Scott riimained calm.
the TOSponsibility of this boata
Earlier, the Navy Destroyer
t:.se'Net K._.
·
w
respond when -complaints come
Leonard F. Mason brought ArmWhat the tapes did ncit reveal, in.'' said UuUer.
strong and Scott to Naha, Okin- however, is what caused the mi"We have received one formal
KNMl> yesterday filed its application with FCC for an FM con- awa. The Mason picked the space· shap. At a news conference in protest
and two indirect protests."
struction permit. This is their first step· toward obtaining a govern- men and their capsule out of the Houston, space o1ficials saill over He was referring to Bolles' letter
Western Pacific several hours af- and over again that they don't and an editorial and a column ap.
ment radio station license.
ter the emergency .splashdown.
kno:w what went wrong.
pearing in the Albuquerque Joul"·
Harry Joseph, of KNMD, said that tiH! fltation ~xpected to receive
No~; there will be a )IAlllctak- nal.
~··""'Pie constTUction ··~it within three Rle&tbs. This means that the
OIIieials on Hattd
ing .4jr~~tigation to ~,:down
·.8eferring to a court decision
'· .. atation cllta ·be cons~cted cJaring the summer and be ready to go on
Some 60 space otfieials £rom the ;'f;l!Ou"'ble ~ftei .....1r 1t. IIOpe- . .~ a neftJiaper can not in· · 'the air by the fall aemester.
llouston were on hand at Okin~ fuUyc,...4apes ·aboard the. ....,sule tl~e the dt!cision c>f a court by
awa.
At Kadena, there were medi- wlll ~Jtovide the by.
~- · Broadcaaling fil's~ can be expected on t1N.M campu~ with construc-.fticlell priol" to the decision, HU·
cal cltecks and de~briefing by the . Gemini-S mission dir-eCtor Wil- bet Said, ''The articles in the Jour·
tion.of this station. Joseph said that they a.re new completing arrange- Spacc Agency men.
liam Sehneider says plans are go- nal represent a violation of legal
ments for broadcasts of the New York Philharmonic concerts.
In Houston .yesterday, S}Jaee ing ahead to launch Gemini-9 in ethics and good conduct." "In a
KNMl>·FM will operate on a frequency of 90.1 with station power Agency officials made available May. But he added that there will sense this board is acting as a
of 3.6 kilowatts. The 40·foot antenna will be constructed on top of the the tapes of conversation he· not be a Gemini-9 launch unless it court on deciding this matter."
tween Gemini and the ground dur· is known what forced Gemini-S to said Huber ''They are an undue
Union Building.
•·
ing Wednesday night's. near ·tra~.>. tnake an emerg~cy splashdown.
pressure on the board members.''

....

CORONADO CENTER
298-871 I

Formal Complaint
The board in its regular
meeting last night was presents with a formal complaint written by Malcolm
A. BoJies, father of a UNM
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Draft Testihg ,Set'·· Powers to Speak
On \)oluntary Basis· 0~.~£~~~;.~!,~~~~

By United Press International
in Washington last night to con>
WASHINGTON
-·' College stu- sider French President DeGaulle's
dents who want' to stay out of the recent challenge to the unity of
draft and remain in school will NATO, Moscow wooed the French
be tested May 14, May 21, or June leader with offers of a non-ag3 and their scol.'es will be sent to gression pact.
their local draft boards. The test,
The White House meeting was
however, is strictly voluntary.
the second in two days on DeThe Selective Service system Gaulle's announced intention to
disclosed yesterd11y that a good pull his forces out of the NATO
rating on the test will help a stu- military structure and force re. ~t improve his chances of mov!ll of alliance headquarters,
avoiding the draft, at l!!ast tempo- American bases, and troops from
rarily.
Frerich soil.
Since the decision to hold the
]jlarlier, Soviet Ambassador Vatests was made, though, another lerhm Zorin said in Paris that his
factor already has given college country is ready to sign a treaty
students a day (or month) or two alli'~i!Ce of non-aggression with
of grace, namely the increased Fiance at any time DeGaulle
pace of voluntary enlistments.
· willhes.
Easter Ceasefire Sought
Religious
WASHINGTON leaders want the guns to be
silenced in Viet Nam. Catholic,
Protestant, and Jewish leaders
have urged President Johnson to
proclaim an Easter ceasefire in
Southeast Asia beginning on Good
Friday, April 8. The leaders also,.
in a split 145 to 48 vote, called
on Mr. Johnson to "consider an·
"'ii'llmediate halt to (all) bombing
in Viet Nam." The actions came
at the National Inter-Religious
Conference on Peace being held
in Washington.

'
:'Lost
Bomb May Be Located
.. PALOMARES, Spain - A two
month search for an H-bomb may
have come to a successful end.
; U.S. officials yesterday revealed
that the bomb, missing since January 17 off the coast of Spain,
, possibly has been located under
a parachute on an underwater
. slope in the Mediterranean. The
· bomb was lost in the crash ·of a
B-52 bomber,
Still, sources emphasized that
the bomb may not be under the
chute, but added that if it is, removal operations could be tricky.
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Friday, Mareh 18, 1966

'.~The Physicist"

Friday, Mareh.lll, 1966

..flod~y to Pr~duce _Former Will

{
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Ex-Commu. nist

HorVOrd Disputes
Foculty Solories .

' !

Britisher to, Talk
On Asia Problems

Douglas Hyde, British author
and international affairs expert,
for the National Aeronautics and will speak on "Viet Nam" at 8
Space Administration (NASA), p.m. Tuesday, March 22, in the
Col. John "Shorty" Powers, will Unitn Ballroom.
Hyde, ex-Communist and forspeak here Monday, March 21, on
mer
editor of the Daily Worker,
"America's Space Effort~Where
the Communist publication in
It is Going?"
England, is being brought to
Considered a · spokesman for UNM by the Newman Forum.
America's astronauts, Powers, will
Hyde is active in rehabilitation
speak in the Union Ballroom at programs of most his own design
8:15 p.m. Admission to the Cul- and spends several months a year
tural Committee presentation Will yiving in jails in Southeast Asia
be $1 general admission or by working for the rehabilitation of
student activity card.
captured Communist guerrilla
Powers is familiar to Americans leaders. His work includes winas the voice of Mercury Control, ning political prisoners from Comwhen he repol.'ted f:rom the Con- munism to Free World ideals.
trol Center during the flights of
Hyde also maintains close conastronauts Allen B. Shephard, tact with military, religious, and
Virgil Grissom and John H. political leaders in underdeveloped
Glenn Jr. The phrase "AOK" regions of Africa and Latin
which he used in his reporting has America. In those areas he consince become an American collo- ducts seminars and collects data
quialism.
for his books and articles.
While serving &S voice of the
His work is concerned with the
spacemen he also acted as liaison
problems
of Communist infiltrabetween the Mercury program
tion
among
students, Latin Ameriand the press. He first became accan
and
Asian
Communism, and
quainted with space and rocket
Christian-Communist
limits and
problems as an Air Force spokespossibilities.
man during the development of
One of Hyde's books, "I bethe Atlas missile.
lieved," was a recent best-seller
with over two million copies in
print.
The lecture is open to the puplie and there is not admission
charge,
' ·

Tickets are now available .for
"The Physicists," Univer11ity Theatre's third production of the year.
The play:,. written by Friedrich
Dur:renmatt uses the form of a
spy mystery and is spiced with
black humor.
.
.
The setting is a private sanatorium where Erin Fitzwater portr!lys an unusual woman !psychiatrist and D. Master a patient who
believes ·he converses with King
Solomon.
,; r
. Tickets may be reserved with
student I.D. at the union ticket
box or between 3 and ir p.m. at
the University Theatre box office.
Production dates are Mal'ch. 18
through 24 and curtain time is
8:30.

International Club
The International Club of UNM
will hold a regular meeting Sunday, March 20, second floor of the
Union. The 7:30p.m. meeting will
feature two color movies on continental Africa. All interested people are invited to attend.

LISTEN
To KNMD

Veteran Information
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"·and then I said;
No- ·machine can do my job better!".

Considering Possibility
·Of Letting ·Womeii into ·Hallow.ed Hall;1

NEW HAVEN, Conn. (CPS)-·
The -Yale University governing
body has given the go.ahead to
further exploration and discussion
of the po~sibilities of admitting
wqmen to Yale College, the allmale undergraduate college. .
The Yale Corporation, saying it
favored the "coordinate college"
&pp:roach rather than an expansion of the existing .undergraduate school, made its first "unofficial" statement on the subject of
co-education.
·
.
. ·
,Brewstl!r Exphlins
. After a meeting of the corpo~a
tion last week, President· Kingman Brewster Jr. said "We think
we ought to· make a further study
to see whether we could not serve
women mo;ue than in just our professional and graduate s~hools.
We want to know. wjmt kind of
co-education makes sense,
"We would prefer the coordinate college approach such as Columbia and Barnard. If a women's
college were to open nearby, then
we might have undergraduates attending Yale providing the thing
we:re to work out."

No Vote Takim
While no vote was taken on
,the .\Po~. siJ)ilif.Y 1of, mak~tlg }lia.Je. !coeducatwnal, '1t !Was ma,de clear the
governing body's action·should not
be construed as an official blessing
was in response to the Yale Daily
News' question, "When and how
is Yale going to respond to coeducation needs?"
The governing body qualified
its interests with additional limitations:
-It would not favor admitting
women i£ it meant :reducing the
number of' men ·who could attend
Yale College.
-The addition of women ..would
have to be "underwritten" by sufficient funds to "maintain the
quality of the university."
·Presid(mt Brewster said a yea:r

ago an additional $50 million
would .be required for that purpo~e..
, ,
1 '<
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WAGOr'i~

SEE INDIANS MAKE
TURQUOISE JEWELRY

•

OLD TOWN ..

.

Exhibition of Wood EngrQvings
by

Winslow Homer

March 16

April9

la PLANTE GALLERY
3009 Central N. E.

The Rohr Corporation was founded
by Fred H. Rohr in 1940 based
on a
.,
new idea ... that he could specialize in
the design and manufacture of large
aircraft components and build them

}!'

•

Civil Rights leader James
'Farme1• is scheduled to deliver
two lectures at UNM.
· F~:~rmer, former executive director of th.e Congress of Racial
Equality, will . be on campus
March 24 and 25, Farmer will
speak on "The Student and Social Reform" March 24 in the
Kiva of th~ College of Education.
The following evening he will lecture in Johnson Gymnasium on
'!The Civil Rights Revolution."
t ; While he is on campus Farmer
.will meetl at :a luncheon with the
UNM Inter Religious Council. And
,b'e will speak to such groups as
the Student Council and Senate,
the Action Committee on Human
Rights, the Inter Fraternity Coun~il and the Panhellenic Council.
Lectures by the civil rights activist will be free and open to the
public. His trip to the campus is
being sponsored by the Student
Council;
Farmer, who is the founder of
CORE, , is now director of the
Center for Community Action.

..Yale~:TJn~versity

Here's our story

White House Reacts to
DeGaulle Challenge
WASHINGTON-As President
Johnson and his top advisors met

Q-When I purchased my .home
through a GI loan, I was told that
my monthly payments would .be.
.
,
,
a certain amount. Now ~t.-=--:~ __ ~- __,.,::;:::~_.,;:;:=;,.;;._;;_• ~....,;...;;;....~;._.,;...;._.;...
gage company has notified me of
·
'
- •·
an increase in my monthly pay- .
.,.,,,.ments. Why?
A-In most cases, monthly payments are made up of principal
and interest and a monthly deposit for payment of taxes and
hazard insurance premiums. The
principal and interest portion of
your payment will not change
through the life of the loan. However, the monthly deposit to pay
taxes and insurance may increase
or decrease depending upon
whether your real estate tax or
hazard insurance premium is increased or decreased.
Q-Could you please tell me
about Orphans Education Assistance? I am a veteran with 30 per
cent service-connected disability
and I have two sons who are 12
and 13 years old. I would like to
know if they are eligible for edu~"" cational assistance from the Veter;_~.ns Administration?
A-In order for the children of
a living veteran to be eligible for
benefits under the War Orphans
Education Assistance Program,
the veteran must be permanently
rated 100 per cent service-connected disabled. Should your disability become worse, you should
check with the VA regional
office.
Q-·Do veterans need to attain
age 65 before they are eligible
for pension from the Veterans
Administration?
A-A veteran of wal.'time service may be eligible for pension
at any age if he can prove permanent disability and unemployability,
(
. subject to income limitations.
Q-I receive monthly compensation payments fro VA for a service-connected injury. A portion
of my payment is for my son who
becomes 18 years of age next
month. If he remains in school
Funny ... how tast some jobs can
after 18, will I continue to draw
disappear. Totally. And perma~
this extra income for him?
nently! That's progress. It brings
A-As long as your child :remains unmarried and in school,
problems. But it also brings opporexcept for normal summer vacatunities. New jobs, new careers for
tion periods, you will cont_in.ue tp ~ .. .
receive an extra allowance for him
· · ·those with the training to qualify
tU!til he is 23 yeats old. Payment • •
You won't get tomorrow's
of this extra allowance. would;: .. :_ ·
cease, however, in the evell.t'l'I>Jn'~-::·:·~· .• : :·.'-': ....... ..
jobs with yesterday's skills
son completes his education, drop'!!- .... · ·•• · ""·· · · · ·
out o£ school, or marries before
Tomorrow's jobs will he different.
reaching the ag~ ·of 23. '

Tolk

·Year's Third'Piay On UNM Co~PUs

CAMBRIDGE, Mas:!!. (CPS)-The
dean of arts and sciences faculty
at Harvard has condemned the
"star system" practiced by a
growing number of universities.
In his recent annual report,
Franklin D. Ford said, . "This
method . offers the institution
which adopts it the chance to pick
up a relativ~ly small number of
renowne«J faculty members at a
low co:~t, as compared with a
policy of better salaries for all."
He noted that universities which
use this system are lowering the
morale of the rest of the faculty
by attempting to acquire well
known professors at a salary
level far above the general levels."
As a result of the system, Harvard may lose Arthur M. Schlesinger Jr. to the City University
of New York. It has been rumored that his salary there would
be $30,000. The current ceiling on
full professors at Harvard is
$25,000.
Ford's solution to the problem
is for Harvard to reconsider the
wage structure and raise· the Clliling on present salaries. He also
urged the raising of associate professors' salaries after they had
been identified as targets from
other universities.
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better at lower cost than the airframe builders themselves.·
The rest is history. Today Rohr is the nation's largest subcontractor to the aerospace industry. Typical of the acceptance of our product is this: Rohr is building major assemblies
for every commercial and military multiengine jet transport in production in America today. Yet,
we're widely diversified ... designing, building and erecting
very large tracking antennas around the world, for instance
... and fabricating large missile and space
components such as rocket engine nozzles and liners. Recently Rohr has acquired large, new, long-term contracts.
More are still un-announced. The future looks bright here,
and we're looking for bright, young engineers to help keep it
that way.

On March 28th

we'd like to hear yoUrs.
MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERS: Research and development, design, testing, and plant engineering.

··:··

CIVIL ENGINEERS: Structural design and analysis.

you can get those skills by re-traming. So don't wait for your present
job to be replaced. Get the fact<; on
re-training now. Visit the local
office of your State Employment
Service

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION: Accounting and finance,
materiel, procurement and production supervision.
MAIN Pt.AtfT HEADQUA11tf£ASI CHiJi..A

YIS'I'A., C.ALIF,/PUNT: RIYEttSIOE,
CAl.IF./ASSEMBLY PLANfi1 WINDER,

Arrange your interview through your Placement Director.
See interview dates above.

CAoJ AUbURN1 WAS .. ,

Train now for tomorrow's jobs
!(t.'
;y;nD.Publishtd ••' • public scrvite

Theill re~uire different skills. And

{ hr,/
11411,

..

•. .i;l/r"---........

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

in cooperation with 'fhe Aclvmilint Council

••

,r~J

. Friday, Mareh.l8,1966 ·

P__;ag::.e_4_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Friday, Mareh18, 1966

Full-Time StatUS. ;•·Monllif'
f
.
,
·
;
ormer n ormer ·Gripes Ar~ .Voiced
Concept Resolved Will Speak Here On Food Machines

Let!;crs rue welcOJilC, am! should be no
longer than ~50 •words, typewritten, double
sp&eed.. Name, 'telephone· Dumber and ~d
d~ must be included, although nRDie wiD
be withb~ld upon reques~

A COHRECTION
To tl!e LOBO:
The recent remarks made by
Grant Houston aljout myself and
YAF should be cpt~ected lest any-

one get the impression that the
"whole cloth" as~ertions made by
Houston ~re eV'ert' approximately
accurate.•. '
. · ' ; 1· •
Mr. Houston's arguments ar?,

., ' ,. l .

' '.

.·

.-

·Bt:~ili;/.i;ng A New Vocabulary
THE NEW. WORD FOR SURRENDER is "accommodation."
It is the word favored by the cotet·ie of dissent, the
Disloyal Opposition, headed by J. W. Fulbright and Wayne
Morse in the Senate Fot·eign Relations Committee, a group
aided and abetted by Senator JosephS. Clark, It is the word
~eated by so-called Asian experts called by Chairman
Fulbright to paint frightening pictures of possible Red
Chinese intervention in Vietnam.
Accommodate the Communist rulers in Peking by
withdrawing American forces from South Vietnam, leaving behind a "neutralized" Southeast Asia.
ACCOMMODATE THE REDS by recognizing them as
the legitimate Chinese government and admitting them to
the United Nations.
Accommodate them by a crawling submission that
would leave the South Vietnamese to Communist murder
and dominion, and mark America forever in the East as
craven and supine.
The word in Hitler's day was "appeasement." The Fulbrights and the Morses in that black era in Britain, in
France and, yes, in America, sought to placate the Nazis
~ the same cowardly devices the peace-at-any-price advocates would employ in Southeast Asia today.
"YOU CAN DO BUSINESS WITH HITLER," the appeasers cried in the 1930s. "Just give him what he wants
and there will be no war."
They gave and gave to Hitler. But there still was war
-terrible, devastating war.
Let us appease Red China, let us get out of Vietnam!
That is the chant of dissent in Washington today, and it
is an ignoble and suicidal refrain.
BY TRYING TO SCARE THE AMERICAN people into the belief that we are on the brink of war with Red
China, and by warning that the only alternative is shabby
retr~at,. Senator _J!Illbright and his l.!dheren!§. are not only
contmumg the dirty bus~_s_s of ·.:UP.dt;:rc!tttillg,.jhe:Y."!F
dent's policy; they are undermining the confidence and the
~~1Security-and the honor-of all the American people.
-Philadelphia Inquirer
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one by one:
l~Houston's remarks were "intended to goad'' me "in a friendly
way._./'
This is absurd. I must mention
that his remarks were not in any
way addressed to me or t9 anyQne
so far as it is possible to ·determine, in YAF.
2--Houston says that his proposals to destroy President Johnson, Ky, et al., were "made on a
blank piece of paper given to myself."
This js simply untrue, I was
not even on campus when Houston
made his tour de flap. He did not
hand his "ballot" to me as I was
nowhere near the Union.
3-That the remarks of Grant
Houston were "a joke between
the two" of us,
Also not true. If the blank slip
was not addressed, and I was not
present, how does one have a private joke? Also Mr. Houston
knows and has known for some
time that I do not find his kookery
funny.
4---Mr. Houston asserts that I
wrote the story for my "cause"
presumably right wing politics.

Campus Briefs
One of the nation's leading historians will lecture here on
March24.
Professor William H. McNeill,
chairman of the history department at the University of Chicago, will be heard in a lecture
sponsored by the Graduate School
Committee on Lectures in the Social Sciences and Humanities.
The University of Chicago professor will discuss "The Ideas and
Practice of World History." The
lecture, in the Antropology Building lecture hall, will be open to
the public at no charge.
Professor McNeill, in 1964, won
the National Book Award in history for his work on the history
of the human community, titled
!!Xhe ~.of the West."'
,

•

The University's woodwind
quintet will be in Kansas City,
Mo., this weekend. The group is
scheduled to play in th& municipal auditorium there for the Music
Educator!! National Conference
Biennial meeting. Thousands of
nationally known musicians will
be in attendance at the five-day
meeting.

Publiabe<l)londay, Wednesday, Thunday and Friday of the n!Bu]ar UniV"et!llty ,..,.... by the '
Student 'Publicatiollll Board of the Asociated Students of the Univef!l.ifY' of 'New l!lf!l!it:P;- '· . .
e
Second class pootage paid at Albuquerque, New lfmco. Printed by tlie Univenity Prin~ ' ·
ing Plant. Subscription rate: $4.5)1 for the scl""!l year, payable ·in &<!vance. All editorials
The Rodey Theater production,
and ••lnl"!l co_lumns apress the v•""'! or 11'• wnter and not noc_.nty thooe of the Stu"The Ph-ieists " opens a week·
dent Publicationa Board or of the Umvennb'•
.,•
a

•n

·
run tonight at 8:30. The play will
Editor-in-Chief ----------------------------------- James Jansson be staged each night at the Rodey
Managin~ Editor ------------~-------··------------ Barbara Wame
Theater through next Thursday_
Business Supervisor ------------------------~---.:. Richard French General admission tickets are
Advertising Manager ----------------··-------.::_.;_.:::.: Richard Pialf ' $1.15. Students with activity eards
Morning Editor -------------------------------------- Bob Storey are admitted free.
Sports Editor ----------------··---------------------- Paul Couey
e
News Editor--------------------------------------- Tish Granger
The annual meeting of the New
Staff Writers: Bill Waid, Nooley Reinheardt, Ann Lehnhausen, Mexico School Boards Association
opens tonight with a banquet at
Carole Olguin, Thomas Ormsby.
-.: Staff Photographer: Pete Kendall.
the Union.
Business Staff: JoAnn Judith Bailey, secretary. James T. Bezemek,
The convention continues Saturcirculation manager. Richard McDonald, mail clerk.
day with election of officers and
other business. Mrs. Rene Mills of
Los AJamos is this year's president.

•

The Spanish gypsy guitarist,
Sabieas, presents a concert tonight at UNM.
The self-taught artist has been
widely acclaimed in many countries for the beauty of his music.
He is being brought to the campus as the final performer in this
year's Program Series.
The concert begins at S:15 in
the Union Ballroom. Admission is ·
$1.50. Students with activity cards
wiii be admitted without charge.
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A recent painting by Ilya Solotowsky, Russian-born .New York
artist, has been added to the Uni·
versity Art; Museum's permanent
collection.
The painting was purchased in
memory Qf Vera Jonson. Mrs. Jonson, wife of UNM art· professor
emeritus Raymond Jonson, died
last summer.

•

.I

"FROM WHAT WE REAR •••"

Mezzo-soprano Jeanne Grealish
will give a recital in the Fine Arts
Center April18. Sharing the program With Miss Grealish will be
professor Raymond Vaught, visiting profesl!or of music !rom the
UniV'crsity of Hawaii.

Actually the news story which
I write for the LOBO was in~
tended to be objective and factual.
It was, so far as I .am able to
discern, just that, which seems
to be Mr. Houston's main complaint.
If Grant Houston should care
to make this an issue, and to contend that the story was false or
inaccurate, then let him do this.
Otherwise be should quit making
seem to tell the truth.
Cordially,
'fim Hunter
Dear Sir:
In his article in the March 16
Lobo Pete Kendall reprimands
UNM students for not attending
the Stan Getz cQncert in larger
numbers. I cannot see how Mr.
Kendall can rightfully reprimand
anyone for not attending it. I
can, however, see three immediate reasons why there might have
been such a sparse crowd at this
or almost any other program in
this series:
1-This concert (like many before it) was held on a week
night. Contrary to popular belief,
studying is still a part of college
life. As such, many students even in this modern day and age
- still find it necessary to put in
sQme time with their studies. For
some unknown reason weekdays
are usually preferred to weekends
for such activity. Can Mr. Kendall
reprimand students for this?
2--Again contrary to popular
belief, not all students belong to
tbe affluent society. For Mr, Ken-

-

dall it may be difficult to understand .a student not having a
mere $1.50 for such a worthwhile
concert .For me it is not. I contend Mr. Kendall cannot reprimand stude.nts for lacking ready
cash.
3-As much as it pains me to
admit this I fear that there are
some people on this campus who
just don't like jazz. I,. for one,
am very little turned on by the
"jazz scene.'' Mr. Kendall may
reprimand me for not having
go9d taste, but not for not attending a program in which I had
no interest.
I would hate to see this series
discontinued, .for it has brought
many worthwhile programs to this
campus. I would suggest, though,
as an untrained observer, that if
these events were scheduled at
more convenient times (such as
weekends) and if students were
given some say in the talent that
was procured that the response
to this series might be seen to
improve.
One possible way to determine
student taste would be to put out
a questionnaire listing all the possible talent under consideration
for the series and have students
vote on their preferences. I can
see where scheduling of these programs would still be difficult, but
if the personalities in the series
were truly those that students
had expressed an interest in .seeing I definitely think there would
be much more student support
for the series.
Mike Trujillo

Former FBI informer Julia
Student Council has passed a
Brown
will speak at UNM Monresolution defining its concept of
a full-time Associated Student of day in the Union theatre.
the UNM. The bill will be inMrs. Brown, who joined the
troduced in Senate Match 24.
Communist
Party 11nder the beThe resolution recommends
"that all students enrolled in lief that it was engaged in helptwelve or more undergraduate or . ing the Negro people, will disgt•aduate hours at UNM shall be cuss the various aspects of Comconsidet·ed full time students, 2)
that all fuH-time students be t·e- munist influence in the Civil
quired to pay the Activity Fee, Rights movement.
3) that graduate students enrollMrs. Brown has . in the past
ed in a minimum o fsi:x hours be ch~rged various civil rights figgiven the option· to pay the Ac- ures with Communist affiliation
tivity Fee, and 4) that .undergraduate students enrolled in a and has been instrumental in prominimum of eight hours be given viding information to government
the option to pay the Activity Fee. agencies on Communist activities.
At present, all undergraduate She is strongly anti-Communist
students enrolled in eight or more in her political feelings.
Mrs. Brown's speech will be
hours are required to pay the Acheard
at 3 p.m. and is being pretivity Fee.
If it become law the resolution sented by the local chapter of
will have an effect on the process Young Americans for Freedom.
of chartering student organizations. At present 50 per cent the
membership of an organization
must be students; that is they
must have paid the Activity Fee.
Many persons who are presently
Dr, Juan Bautista Avalle-Arce,
considered students would not be professor of Spanish at Smith
so considered unless they volunCollege, Northampton, Mass., will
tarily paid the Activity Fee.
deliver the eighth lecture in the
'Series sponsored by the Modern
Language Department at 8 p.m.,
Tuesday, March 22, in the Union
Theater. The public is invited and
there is no admission charge.
The lecture, which will be in
Spanish, is entitled "El sueno y la
Seven Brazilian students have rcalidad en el Quijote." Professor
been visiting the UNM campus Avalle-Arce has lectured widely
this week. The students, chosen in the United States, Great Britfo1· their potential as leaders for ain, Spain, and Latin America and
their country, are recipients of a enjoys membership in many pro35 day educational travel grant fessional societies.
awarded by the U.S. Department
of State.
The students, frolll the University of Minas Gerias and the Catholic University in Belo Horizonte,
A proposed revised policy
are observing the economic, social
relative to speakers on the
and cultural developments of
University campus is not on
America.
the agenda of the Regents at
They have also been given optheir March meeting Saturday.
portunit:v to attend cultural and
A University official said the
sports events, as well liS visits to
regents are scheduled to conmuseums and points of scenic insider the proposed policy
terest. They are accompanied by
change at a later date, but not
two State Department escortSaturday.
interpreters.

Smith Professor
To Give Lecture
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Vending machines in Mitchell
Hall are reputed to. fleece UNM
students daily.
"Every time I put a dime in the
hot chocolate machine I get a cup
of hot water," UNM student
Hazel-Ann Isgar tcM the LOBO
yesterday.
"I put a dime in and pulled the
Almond Joy knob and out come
a card that said 'sorry!'" student
Tom Popejoy reported to Student
Council recently.
.
· Councilman Jess Sandoval who
has been assigned by Council to
investigate the campus vending
machines told the LOBO that
"something is definitely out of
order. I've been gypped every
time. You put in a quarter and get
back a nickel."
Sandoval said that to his knowledge, the vending machines are
operated by UNM.
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Mr. Carl Rowan, a former director of the USIA and a former
State Department official, leveled
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Please don't
zlupf Sprite.
It makes
,plenty of noise
all by itself.
Sprite, you recall, is
the soft drink that's
so tart and tingling,
we just couldn't keep
it quiet.
Flip its lid and it
really flips.
Bubbling, fizzing,
gurgling, hissing and
carrying on all over
the place.
An almost excessively lively drink,
Hence, to zlupf is
to err.
What is zlupfing?
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TIIB CUT OF
YOUB JIB~!!)~

irruuau' s
TERRACE AT CENTRAL SE

SPRITE. SO TART AND
TINGLING, WE JUST COULDN'T
KEEP IT QUIET.
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Promptly on deck appear the Proprietor's sporting shirts for
the forthcoming voyage through warmer weather. Ha~ved as
to sleeving, hearty as to colour and pattern, they are tapered,
every one, to lend a shipshape air tq all members of the crew.

Zlupfing is to drinking what
smacking one's lips is to
eating.
It's the staccato buzz you
make when draining the last few
deliciously tangy drops of
Sprite from the bottle with a
straw.
Zzzzzlllupfl
It's completely uncalled for.
Frowned upon in polite society.
And not appreciated on campus
either.
But. If zlupfing Sprite
is absolutely essential to your
enjoyment; if a good healthy
zlupf is your idea of heaven,
well •.• all right.
Sut have a heart. With a
drink as noisy as Sprite, a
...... little zlupf goes a long, long

' _-J. __
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SPECIAL STUDENT TERMS ARRANGED

Correction

VietNam

DIAMOND RINGS

$100 to $500

Students Scrutinize
Developments in U.S.

From the Right
something of a surprise to Williams to discover that Dr. Yergan
is, in fact, a Negro.
Returning :from Central Africa,
a sizeable blast in· his nationally
Congressman
Ashbrook called a
syndicated column against a new
news
~onference and the group
"reactionary" organization.
also presented a 12 page report
The group, which Rowan ac- of its findings.
cused of "defending South AgriAfter this, Rowan, in his eol·
can apartheid and Rhodesian umn, attacked the members of the
racism" is the newly formed mission personally, though curl·
"American-African Affairs Asso- ously enough, he failed to attack
ciation" of New York.
the report itself on any substan·
Begun a few months ago, with tial ground.
heav<y eonservatiV'e participation,
The report (available from the
it stated its objective to be creat- Association at 550 Fifth Avenue,
ing greater understanding about New York City) is made up largeAfrican problems. Included in the ly of historical data with a numgroup's membership are such well ber of personal impressions by
known. "racists" as writer John members of the group. From the
Dos Passos, Prof. Stephen To~or, various allusions made by Rowan
and columnist Frenk Meyer. The to the report, it is apparent that
membership, according to Carl when he wrote his column ideas
Rowan, reads like "a sort of which he purported to have come
'Who's who in Reactionary from the document are simply not
America.' "
in it.
In one of the first stateinenw
The whole embarraSsing situaof the group, made last Januaey, tion resulted in Mr. Rown being
the founders pledged themselves asked to ~orrect his seV'eral errors
to presenting a view of African of fact to to defend his inaccurate
affairs which was not necessarily remarks.
that of the prevailing orthodoxy.
The point of this column, how·
The early members cootendecl ever, is to illustrate something
that most of .Asia was lost to the of the problem which every right-·
Communists because the only ex- ist faces when attempting to comperts and organizations discussing municate with the left. For even
Asian problems were leftists and thouglt they may continue to call
even Marxist. The a~iation themselves "liberals" and ''open
said that a similar thing could minded" tlte conservative knows
happen with regard to Africa, un· that this is simply not true. If
less alternative points of view you are a ~onservatice who diswere made known.
cusses the race problem, regard·
After the publication of several less of any conclusion, you are a
useful pamphlets and the dissemi· "racist." EV'en if you are a connatiQn of some books and. studies, servative Negro, ypu are still a
the organization undertook to "white supremist."
make a study of the Rhodesian reIn other areas the same probbellion.
lems arise. If a conservative atAfter it was discovered that tempts to discuss an issue which
there are no restrictions on move~ is dear to the liberal's heart, with·
ment to RhQdesia a trip to central out the overflow of liberal emoAgrica was financed, Members tionalism, be is sure to be blasted,
of the fact-finding tour were ad hominem, on any number of
Congressmen John Ashbrook, Dr. mistftken grounds.
Max Y ergan and Ralph de Tole~
The blindness that many liberdano •
als display in lashing out at conEven before the group had left servative criticism, and usually on
the United States, however, it was the wrong grounds, is ever eviunder attack.
dent, and cart be $eP.l'l in eoUJltAssistant Secretary of State, less cases. Such a phenomenon
G. Mennen "Soapy" Williams has recently been described by a
blasted the trio and said that it conservative, Dr. Theophilus Boll,
was contrary to American policy as being descriptive of "liberalfor members of Congress to seek ism.'' Dr. Boll said that "by its
out the facts for themselves, and nature," liberalism is "the printhat Dr. Max Yergan was a ciple of intolerance, of impa"white suptemeist!' It came as tience."
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• Da'gge'r J'ni Back
.an, eqttally hostile 'reception when village in the nation, especially ill
ate heari11gs are scheduled this
"This attempt to end the Na- he appeat·ed bef01·e another House an election year.
week on the education portion of tiona! Defense Education Act loan subcommittee handling extension
"I think the President was
President. Johnson's budget and program is 1.1· dagget• in the back of school-aid legislation enacted aware this would happen," he
the Admmistration appears due of higher educ1.1tion in this coun- last year.
said. "Afte:r all,, this is an elec/or soll?e h~rd knocks.
try," the TelCas senator said,
.
Protesting Repeal
tion year and all of' these proProtesting the Admini~tratio!l's gt•ams ar!l vet'Y popular with the
. Hearm~~ ~I} :4.1 H~us~la~~ ~ee~ . , 1 Direct, :feder~l /.o~ns,. to student!>
;Produced ·a nbnti:Je~ of .mdrcahons • we1;'e fit•st· autlldrJzed rn 1958 an!) proposed repeal of an "mcenttve votet·s."
that Congress wont go along wi,th, about 800,000 students have re-- grant" progi·am paying $400 mil- -=-------------;~
the President's hard-line etlp~atiDn, 'C~jv;eil $620 million through their lion to big cities Rep. H1,1gh L.
bud~et and mu7h of the money- univet·sities •. Highly praised by Cat•y (D.-N.Y.), s~id this was un. say!llgs. cuts ,)V!II be resto.re~. !>Y college officials, the program has fair to schools counting on prom. an election-year· C::ongt•ess. · · · ·
become a favorite in Congress.
ised funds.
1
WRITERS'
i C\ltting'Would Restote ·
Llng-time suppot'ters· on CapJ"The visions of sugar plums
In· fact; some· observers· h&ve ito! Hill point .out most of. this dancing in' th!'l heads" of school
~ WOI;IKSHO~
. suggested this is the way the mon~r w~nt to. students from board me~1b~~s ~:has now been ~e
President wanted it. By cutting fanuhes with an mco~e of $6.000 ?uced, to rl_!Isms , by .the Admmthe most popular programs, these a year ~nd say there IS no assUl:- 1Strat10n, ·~at•y charged. ·
Fiction, Poetr-y, ;Piaywrlll~"
THE BOB DYLAN SHOW
'quarters suggest, the Ad:mip.i§~ra- a~ce pr~vate firms would be able, _. Th~ Pres1dent:s proposal for cutColorado,
summer ~966: residant
tion was virtually certain Con- oi. w:ant .to fiU the gap left by the tmg Fedet·al aid to areas where
Civic Auditorium
i J'
writers; Robert Cree ley, Paul
gress would· restore them to the· ~Jlnmnat~on ilf ·the · NDEA pro- Fe(jez•al . employment . swells
!
~AT.,
MARCH
19, ,8';30 P.M.
Blackburn, poetr.y·; Donald
budget. Thus the President would gram.
sc~ools' ~oils. He has sought to
Ad'fQnce
lickets;
$4,
$;1.50, $3, $2.50
Barthel me, fiction, & staff of six.
be able to shift the blame from
.Wotild Oppose Effort
trim the pz·ogram from $446 to
' ·R;,.ord Ren!lezvous (Winrock)
For brochure; IJirector, AWW,
the White House to Capitol Hill
Rep. Edith ·Green (D.-Ore.), $206.8 million, usi?g- a stilf.el'
Riedling Music (Downtown)
855
West
End
Ave.,
NYC
100;15.
·if any tax increase is necessary .,chairman of the House subcom- formula for computmg such axd,
to meet the increasing costs of mittee on education, told Adminis- . Congress "is 'particulaz'Iy smartthe war in VietNam.
·
tration officials during hearings ing under tl\e fact that these cuts
· If, in fact, the President did last week she would oppose any would cost District .of Col1,1mbia
expect Congress to restore many effort. to kill the loan program.
· schools about $~ million a year
o;f his trimmings he was right
"What is the purpose of this and would possibly cost another
.•• and then som~.
proposal," she asked, "to make another $4 million for schools in
The first show of independence the budget Jooj{ good for next the Virginia and Maryland subcame several weeks ago when year or to let kids go to college?" urbs surroundinlf Washington.
Congress passed a G.I. bill far
"Do you expect us to take this
.Predicted Privately
LIGHTWEIGHT MOTORCYCLES
cost]ier than the Presidenp.asked. seriously?" Rep. John Brademas
One congressional leader pre60 SPORT
Johnson accepted the rebuff but (D.-Ind.), a member of"the edu- dieted privately that Congress will
UNM SPECIAL
BRIDGESTONE 90
cautioned any further increases cation subcommittee, asked John restore all of these proposed budReg. $349.00
Bridgeshlne
175
Reg. $419.00
NOW $319.00
could play havoc with his plans W. Gardner, ~cretary of Health, get cuts, especially the impacted
R • $639 - NOW $579
NOW $379.00
to hold the line against tax in- Education and Welfare, when he area program. Congressmen, he
MERC. MOTORS
lARSON BOATS
. Represents Trimmings
appeared before the committee.
sai~, just can't see cutting a pro2522 MONROE N.E.
HARRY'S MARINE
The $112.8 billion budget re~
. Secretary Gardner encountered gram that affects
town and
PHONE 265-7565
quest represents a considerable /
,. ,
trimming' from the $180 billion
;• • ·• • •· • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • o • • • • • • • • • • • o • • • • • • o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • o • • • • • • • • • • • • o • • o o
requested by the various depart•
•
ments, the economy-minded Presi:
:
dent likes to point out.
•
•
But the President's plea for fu:
:
ture restraint is likely to go un•
•
noticed on Capitol Hill.
~
:
_ . otr~Inlll .J!ll'!r
1~ 0 .L\. eJ
Already responding to wide•
spread protests, the President
:
~ l100d- pl·~Hn1d
:
partially retreated from plans
•
za. iii
r 1!1191 fi)
•
shifting the full burden of college
:
~Ob
student loans from federal gov•
:
ernment to private sources.
:
Ready to debut as a
•
•
f=i='/7=i=~:=::!r~~rl\
practicing engineer?
:
Congress had earlier authorized
$190 million for the National De:
"'
fense Education Act loans for the
•
Y
See how LTV can help
fiscal year beginning July 1, 1966.
'· ~
.find the field you're
The Administration's bud
•
, -cut out ,for. Your
first asked forfuniJs f.~o;sr""t7:.h~e"-----~-.·.-.~-..-.-.i-~H--1--I
•
fiscal year 1967 and announced ·
•
whole career benefits
•
An
engineet
who's
at
home
in
several
specialties
is
a
man
•
•
plans. to end the NDEA program.
when you start
•
•
in demand. LTV's cross-training and multiple projects
•
Failed to Satisfy
•
•
•
\i"'\"-4-~~=J:=i~ff with the tight job.
produce well·rounded candidates for top·level positions.
The new proposal failed to sat•
•
•
isfy anyone. The President has
•
•
•
now ll.sked for $150 million for
•
•
0
next year but still holds to the
•
•
•
plan to phase out and let priv1.1te
•
•
sources take over.
•
•
•
•
This is in spite of apparent op•
•
0
position from banking sources
•
•
•
which claim they would lose
•
•
money on the loans and therefore
•
•
•
•
don't want to take on the pro•
•
gram.
•
•
•
•
Other trimmings are in funds
•
0
provided for work-study programs
•
LTV recognizes the
•
•0
1.1nd in money being made avail•
young
engineer
from
•
able to colleges and universities
•
••
•
for research purposes.
ms~us
the start. Besides
•
•
•
Lining Up Support
the satisfaction of
•
•
Already Sen. Wayne Morse (D•
••
working on top·priority
qu~st9w~
•
Ore.) and Sen. Ralph Yarborough
•
•
projects, you'll be
(D-Tex,) are lining up support in
•
•
•
•
the Senate for proposals reingiven the opportunity
•
•
stating many of the Administra•
•
to work toward
•
•
tion's cuts in education.
We're ready to
talk,
engineersabout
any
•
•
advanced degrees
Senator Morse, in a Senate
•
•
question you ask.
•
programs.
Research
•
speech, said the Administration's
through company·
•
••
facilities. Company sales. Current
budget threatens to undo the work
•
sponsored programs.
•
•
of Kennedy and Johnson Adminprojects and plans for the future. And you.
•
•
istrations in the field of education.
•
•
•
•
He accused the Administration of
•
"selling out" on its education com~
mittment. At the Senate hearing,
Morse wants every Administration
If you're looking for a career of exciting growth and accomplishment,
witness to prove education won't
you're also looking for a company with the same qualities. Here at LTV
be hurt by the budget cuts.
Aerospace Corporation, young engineers and the company are growing
Yarborough promised an "all•
in the fields of aircraft, missiles, space, surface vehicles and range
out fight" to restore "every
services. Assignments are diversified, too. They include such areas as:
P~nny" of NDE~ .loans and :Preaerodynamics
• avionics and instrumentation • dynamics • systems
diCted the Admmistration would
design
•
propulsion
• stress analysis • communications design • tech·
have trouble getting congressional
nical
administration
•••
and others.
approval of other cuts as well.
For complete information about a career with LTV, consult your
Placement Office, tHen schedule an appointment with our representa·
.tive. Or write College Relations Office, LTV Aerospace Corporation, P. 0.
Box 5907, Dallas, Texas 75222. LTV Aerospace Corporation is an equal
opportunity employer,
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Collegiate Prees Serviee
An eight-day fast pro~ting
U.S. action in Viet N1.1m is ending
for New England college students.
As Wesleya11 University in Middleton, Coriri, about 40 students
drank coffee an~ orange juice
during the fast to keep up· their
strength for the eight dayjl,
"This sort of protest doesn't
alienate people who would be anpred by unshaven beatniks carrying signs," one of the fasters
told reporters.
; 1.
, I .
Freshman Org&JiizeJI
"This is a domenstration of personal commitment which is
neither fun nor easy," said an-

SOUTHWEST
ElECTRJC SHAVER SERVICE
ELECTRIC SHAVER AND
LIGHTER REPAIR
~THIRD NW
2.7-8219

for the

of a/11965

Iv

•
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COLLEGE CROWD
RENTALS

SUZUKI
X-6HUSTLER
THE HOmST LIGHTWEIGHT

EVER BUILT
The X-8, with ita 6-apeed transmluion,
out-performs all other Jigbtweillbtll and
oome heavyweights. AU Suzuki warrantya are for 12 monilia Ol' 12,000
miles.

CUSHMAN MOTORS

:

333 SAN PEDRO, N.E.
265-7953

other, Bryn Hammarstrom, Hammll.rstrom, a. freshman, helped organize the f1.1st at Wesley1.1n.
The fasters, meeting only at
mealtime to drink orange juice
and discuss the war, generally
agreed the protest was a success.
In a statement of purpose, the
Wesleyan students opposed escallltion of the war and called for
peace negotiations including the
National Liberation Front.
"We see a trend in our country
that frightens us, the statement
read, ''a notion that America must
detennine the course of the world,
no matter what that means, no
matter what the end.''
~ !
Students Fast
At Amherst College, about 70
students abstained from meals.
Many of them even refused
orange juice 1.1nd vitamin pills.
About 10 plan to continue for the
full eight days.
Several students from the University of Massachusetts, Trinity
College, the Hartford College for
Women, the University of Hartford, and the University of Connecticut were also fasting.
In Washington, 35 professors
from.· Catholic University signed
an open letter the President
Johnson disagreeing with the Administration's policy in Viet Nam.
War Not Constructive
In a paid advertisement in the
Catholic Standard they said "the
war our country is waging in
Viet Nam is not an instrument of
justice and it not such as to aid
in the construction of desired
world order.''
The statement supported and
acknowledged the President's ef.
forts to end the fighting including
the tempor!U'Y halt in bombings.
It went on to favor U.S. negotiation with the National Liberation
Front and to allow them "their
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SAN PEDRO
& CENTRAL

d\le place in the fonnation of a
provisional South Vietnamese government, a necessary ·antecedent
to any Geneva.type conference.''
The letter was sponsored by the
Movement for Peace and Freedom
in VietNam, 1.1n ad hoc committee
of Catholic University students
and faculty members.

Interviews Planned
For New Teachers
Interviews for prospective high
school teachers will be held at
the UNM Placement Center during the last three weeks of March
and on April 1.
Recruiters for New Mexico
schools will come from Bloomfield
municipal schools, March 15; Las
Cruees public schools, March 16;
Portales municipll.l schools, Ma:rch
21; Santa Fe public schools,
March 25 and Las Vegas city
schools, March 31.
Recruiters will come from 12
California high school districts.
They are: Anaheim, March 14
and 15; Fullerton, March 14;
Muros and Los Angeles, M11rch
16; Oxnard, March 21; Santa
Maria, March 22; Hayward and
Moreno Valley, March 24; Corona,
March 30; Corcoran and Rich·
mond, March 31 and Frcemont,
April 1.
·
Recruiters for prospective teachers who would like to teach in
Colorado will be here from Mapleton public schools in Denver and
Mesa County schools in Grand
Junction on April 1.
Interviewers will be here from
Clark city schools in Las Vegas,
Nevada on March 18. Those interested in teaching in these elementary and secondary school
districts should arrange to be interviewed by calling the UNM
Placement Center, Building T-10.

Accounting ~r~up
To Hold ·:A· Diffner ·
There will be a dinner meeting
of the Association on Wednesday,
March 23 at 6:30 in Room 189
East of the New Mexico Union.
Dinner will be $2 per person•
There is a signup list on the bulletin board of the Accounting Annex, 1819 Roma. Please sign u:r
not later than Monday, March 21 •
All persons who 'Sign the list will
be expected to attend .
Mr. James Smith will speak on
the work area of a "local" CPA
firm and explain axout the "position structure" and advancement
within a. "local" finn .

~
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Hunt Foods and Industries, Inc.
.

representatives will be at
The University of New Mexico
to interview male graduates

.

in Bus. Admin., Lib. Arts, Economics, and Mktg.
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What's Showing?

Strip Tease ALa Brigitte _Bardot
"The skin you love to watch"Brigitte Bardot's-is :in evidence
again.
More, some say, than was ever
exposed to the gaze of an appreciative mankind before. It happens in
Louis Malle's comedy in Eastman·
color and Panavision "Viva Maria,"
the United Artists .release which

The famous figure is visible in
one of the film's many hilariolls high
spots and comes about when a dress
given her by her co·star in the
picture Jeanne Moreau, proves a
little too little for so much Bardot.
It goes pouf! Just like thflt.

0

!

'''

A representative from the Oxnord School District will be on campus on Monday, March 21 to interview applicants .interested in
teaching grades kindergarten through six. Contact the piClcement
office for an appointment.

Q-I was hospitalized for one
month in 1954 at a VA hospital.
Upon being discharged from the
hospital, I applied for a disability, but after an examination I
was rated at zero per cent disability. Would it be too late to apply
fot• re-examination, as 1 have
since been hospitalized for the
same ailment.
A-If you have additional
medical evidence to present, you
may apply again to the VA for
reconsideration of your conqition .
Q-My husband is a veteran of
World War II and he has a service-connected disability of 100
per cent. What benefits does he
have when one of his family needs
hospitalization?
A-The Veterans Administration does not provide hospitalization for the depenqents of vet~
erans.

•

'

'I'

is now showing at
the Cinema East.

•

~

I ,

Veteran Information

..... ... .......... ... .. . . ....• ........ . .•
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WANl· TO TEACH IN SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
1
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1
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CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
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Page7

According. to this tale, which is
· from the nimble pen and ·brain of
the great Malle, who also co-pro·
duced the film with Oscar Dancigers, that was how the strip tease
was invented.
Which may or may not be so.
But there it is, take it or leave it.
The hundred or so banana revolutionaries headed by George Hamilton in the spoof, who witness the
historic event, take it. The impres·
sive cast of this ambitious production, also includes the great French
star Paulette Duboot, writer-turned.'
comedian Gtegor Von Rezzoi'i
("The Hussars," etc.) and Poldo
Bendandi,

·.
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,Lobos Seek · Victor.y BYU Tops Army;
In Triangular Meet Heads for Finals

SPORTS PAGE
EDITOR PAUL COUEY

h ·uNM t k
d f· h
ra? ~qua ' Jes
T e
from one of theu· b1ggest early
Season Victories will shoot for
'
·
its second
victo1·y of the outdoor
t
..
h n the Lohos
season om~now w e
meet San D1ego State College and
the Long. Beach 4_9er Track Club
:in
San Diego, Cahf.
:Sy LOUIS RENNER
70 strikes in one game and picks
The
field events are scheduled
With SPl'ing approaching, the up enough loot to pave the path to get underway
.at 12:30 p.m.
inevitable coming of baseball sea.- tQ the privy.
New
1\fexico
_opened
up the outHis not so effective teammate, d!lor sen son w1th an easy
son is upon the nation. The sports
108-37
pages· have l'ecently been filled Gus IJeanball, sees fit to stand on
vic~Ol'Y
overh
the
UniverAsithyl
with the news of star players tne ball and throw third base to Arizona of t e Westel'll t et~f
lC
'holding out for fantastic sums of · the catcher, thereby dropping sev· C f ·
lth
hh
d b
er~nce a oug ampere Y
money - namely, Sandy Koufax, eral zeros off his starting salary. a Oil.
flu Vll'US that weakened seve1•al
Don Drysdale and Maury Wills. 'rhus the year continues. If Emery Lobos including hurdler Steve
't' d th NCAA t
d
They have given notice that they is worth a hundred grand, he'll c
~mam. 1 an e . "" ong an
are wo1·th more than their base- end up with that much or more tnple
JUmp champion Clarence
ball club is willing to believe. They at the end. of the season. 'If poor Robinson. Robinson took second
have further indicated that if old Gus still catches popcorn in both events, well below his best
their demands are not met, they when he chases a fty ball into the marks.
may spend the season persuing stands, he will have to put in
Lobos Lose Loughridge
other diversions.
more practice or get a job as
The Lobos suffered one of their
The money-grabbing fever has groundskeeper in his spare time. first serious injuries of the season
This little scheme should give when jumper George Loughridge
spread to boxing circles, which already have more troubles than to those that dese~'Ve it, those tore a knee ligament and will be
Batman. The latest attempt at a that play like tigers in every lost for the season.
UNM coach Hugh Hackett was
championship :fight has been suf- game. The pussycats will have to
focated by wards of legal mon- take their lumps. Of course, the pleased with the Lobos' early seaotony and the big:buck syndrome. problem remains of recruiting son showing as two school recThis plague on sports is not players without the bonus incen- ords, a stadium, a freshman and
seasonal and bites at aU times of tive, but that's something for the several meet records were set.
the year. Glassy-eyed scouts baseball czars to work out. After Australian George Scott set a
prowl the college campuses try- all, the journalists can't solve all school record and stadium record
in the two mile run when he
ing to entice clean young athletes the problems.
toured the eight laps in 9 :02,5.
with dirty old bonus checks. Their
UNM's Ron Eller was not far
success is well known. These giant
behind with a 9:03.6.
bonuses set the young lad up for
Ulis Williams to Run
greater things and soon they are
Saturday's test will be a real
approaching the sacred $100,000
test for New Mexico. The 49ers
per year barrier, which is lately
gathered together some of
have
being trampled by the spikes of
the top track and field talent on
many super-feet.
the West Coast. Heading the list
In short, inftation has hit the
is former Western Athletic Consports world, except perhaps in
(Continued from page 1)
ference champion Ulis Williams,.
the backward school of the poor
"Anti-Viet Nam and other lit- the 440 great from Arizona State
race horse which is still satisfied
erature
of interest will be given University, Joining Williams in
with the full feed-bag and the
out
at
green pastures jazz. If big-time Starke. the convention," said the event will be former ·Long
Beach aces Jeff Clements and Jim
sports are not to go the way of
The fees for participating in Richardson.
the whooping crane, the white
Convention are $1 for adults
Leading the 49er sprinters is
rhino and the motorcycle side-car, the
and
50 cents :for students. "I urge former Fresno State great Darel
some economic sanctions must be ~veeyone":rnterested
to attend," NeWlllan who was second in the
ifu
Starktr'SaiB:'.._,
.,.uu
•. p-osed.
t
" ...
The tlieory of ''pay me now and · · ''SDS is also colicerned With Ni::rAA"''cliampionships last year
maybo I'll play later,'' seems ·to be U.S. involvement in South Af- and has run a :09.2 in the 100.
the bone in the sporting stew. rica," said Starke. Nationally He will be joined by Pablo McThe reversal of this trend, cash SD.S is working on research Neil (:09.4) and Daryll Pipkin
on the line for scores on the board, papers to be presented to the ( :09.5).
Outstanding Team
would provide a standard pay- House Committee. Since 1960 U.S.
San
Diego
State is one of the
check guage and better games in involvement has almost doubled
outstanding track and field
the long run.
in South Africa.
NCAA small college teams in the
For instance, .everyone on a
Starke
s~id
thl!t
lt
js
.~~Portant
.
nation.
Last year they took the
baseball team would begin the that ·SDS publicize ·this 'for ·1nany
small
college
championships.
season With a nominal figure poople' are 'ignorimt'o:Cthe situaThe following are the UNM encredited to his bank account. The tion.
tries for the San ,.Diego Statesame figure would apply for every
"Four printer estimates were Long Beach 49er meet with the
member of the team. The better
the performance ,the more bonus presented tp the Budget Advisory bestr 1966 times when available.
Shot Put-Darrell Rich (55-HI.l, Burt
money added to a player's bank Committee on the course guide Marks
(53-0')0.
questionaires,"
Starke
said.
But,
Long Jump--Ira Robinson (24-6% ) ,
bundle, the more bumbles, the
said, the Committee refused to Clarence Robinson (24-0'f.o),
more taken away. So gorgeous he
provide
the money.
Emery Reflex, star hurler of the
"The
Budget Committee said
Mudville Peach Baskets, throws
that the questionaires explaining
courses and teachers to the stu·
dents would not be of enough interest to the student body," Starke
said.

Spring l-leralds in Ba~eball,

Much Money, Star Players

";

P•>lc vault-Jon Cnff~y. Dean J,ehman,
Joe Powdrell._ · . .
J•\velin-Er•o Clmstlnnsen (235-lOl. .
l;hr,:h Jump-Jeff llrmmon (6·8), Harold

NEW YORK CITY-Top seeded B1•igham Young overcame a
seven point halftime deficit to
b t A
66 60 • ·th
. •
Balley.
ea .,..rmy,
- , m
e semiTl'iple Jump - Art. Dnxtcr <49·2~1) •
final round of the National InviClarunce Robmson (48-4), Irn llobinson
.
.
<46-11\0.
tational Basketball Tourn!!ment
_Discus-nu,·t Marks. (153-3~~). Darrell
at Madison Square G!!rden last
R·~~O Ynrd Relny-Bomie Rivers, Steve night.
Cmniniti,_ Jim Singer, Hene M•1tbon,
.
Substitute g·uard Jim Jimas
Mi~~ ~~~~rn1tl~.:'-IT~~2.'h~ud~th~ 4 '~id1~~~ broke a 58-58 tie with 90 '1;econds
(4 :16.0).
•
left to play when he stole the
Hi'!:~~' 1;~~-~oiiR~il;-::~~n~fm !Jf.~~cr: 46 ' 6L ball at mid-court and drove in
100 Ya~<l Dash-~crni~ m,:crs < :OP.H).
for a layup that put Brigham
RHlr,:l~"ir~~?ale~~~~i~~~~~mh,~l~~f'"'"<
:!<1.41,
Young- ahead for good. The basket
Fred Knight < :14.9).
.
th fi. t t
· t
f th
880 Ynrd Run-Clark Mitchell (I :50.71,
was . C IS WO pom s 0
e
Pat cox o :50,7). Mike Thomton.
game scored by Jimas.
220 Yard Dnsh-Ber_nie f.Uvcrs < :21.31.
Second later he gl·abbed a •
Art Cnrtor <;21.3). J1m Suu::cr,
. ..
.
1 e140 Inter. Hurdk~Art Baxter c:52.21,
bound and dropped m two more
l•:d r,Joyd <:53.1), Steve Caminiti,
points to ice the victory fa!' the
Two Mile Run-George Scott (9 :02.5 I.
cougars who had trailed from
Ron mder (9:03.6), Web Loudat ot· John
th ' ',
t'
t'l t . th
Buker.
e opemng 1P un I 1a e m
e
One Mile Rt>lay -..... Art CnrtA;>r, Ren(!
gante.
Mntison, Hiram Carroll, Kenny Hen<l,
•
d ff
Army JUmpe o to a quick
11-1 lead and held a 31-24 edge at
halftime.
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Free pickup
delivery. E 1: E T,... ·:
Wllter Service. 2217 Coal SE, phone .ua,; .
·
llill!•.

PERSONALIZED and creative alteratlollil '
anol .,.. tyling. S.wlnl!' and mendiJliL', Mno.
Hover, 207 Sf.ulto.rd SE (clote to t111J. . , ·
~b'), phone 242-7683.
·
PERSONALS
•,•

,'

FLY1Ntstudents check our n..w lo- ··.

k about the $5.00 lntroductoQ'.~,
an:r additional featuroes at 110 · i;' .
atra 'O!e.t. Call Southw•tem Bk:rw.,....i',, .·
CASK Jl&ld lor .rd ~lc books, Cheek '<~':: :
:rour hOme collettlon over EMler, c.ll"":jo'"•
U2~9 for de!Ajlk. :t/tc, 16, 17, 18.
·, ('. :..
GREETING card.l for every oecuion, eon..
. . . .lli!'J', EMter and St. Patriek'a, ·Aloe
Quality Wl!ddlnc Invitations. Gr...ham'e
H - of·---Hallma~k.. 3601 Lomas NE.
HELPWANTED
ra...
.,...,

/

---

-T""Y""P--IS""T~wa__:n=ted=:,=p::.a-'~:-::::'tl;.;m,;;,e:;;;n;;;,o""w""-7tull time
thla Suquner. SOuthw..t Teaehel'& Ajlency,
1101 C4tntrilil NE, .Phon<! 242·36411. 8/1~,
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Greek Week is an annual tradition of all Greek organizations.
, Our main objective is to get to
' know ourselves better through
· ; : 4 joining together .for fun and work,
'Y .,. Activities of the week have stim-·
t' .•
,f. ulated better understanding be'· l·
,_,
tween Greeks on the UNM cam;:. n
pus.
The Idea Exchange held Wednesday night proved to be a stimulus for the interchange of viewpoints. Discussions were held be. .
. tween the presidents, rush chairDavt; Phdhps and Ann .. arviS men, social chairmen, pledge
Co-c~~1rman of Gree~ Week are trainers, and chapter advisors of
adl_turmg the trophies ·to be each fraternity and sorority. The
awar~ed at the Banquet Satur- main conclusion of the Idea Exday mght.
change was that this type of discussion should continue in the
future. As a result it was decided
to form a Presidents Council. The
council will meet regularly to dis~
The ne\v 17th edition of Baird's cuss common problems. A Junior
Manual of American College Fra- IFC was also proposed to faciliternities, the Bible of the Greek- tate the exchange of ideas beletter world since 1879, lists the tween J)ledges of different fraternities.
following ;facta:
Other tradition31 aclivities in(1) Between 1957-1964 there
was a gain of 1,799,875 members. cluded the slave sale, exchange
(2) There has been an increase dinner, .and Greek Games. At the
exchange dinner, held Tuesday
Of 352 chapters.
(3) Undergraduate fraternity night, members of the different
men are estimated to number ap- organizations had a chance to eat
priximately 250,000, and women and talk together. Activities added
this year included the houseapproximately 140,000.
mothers tea, stunt night, and
(4)
There
ha:>
been
a
gain
of
.,
148 campuses :for fraternity life bridge f:!>urnament.
Greek Weck is now drawing to
on campus.
a
climax.
This afternoon at 3:30
4
the
Greek
Games will be held at
'...j
Zimmerman Field. Events inj
clude the three legged relay,
·-r
sweat shirt race, tag team :relay,
tug of war, and the chariot race.
Trophies will be awarded to the
winners in the men's and women's
divisions. The Sabicas Concert will
be held at the New Mexico Union
Ballroom at 8:15 p.m. Sabicas is
known as Spain's Gypsy son.
Saturday is :really the big day
of Greek Week. Beginning at
10:00 a.m. the Greeks will work
on the civic p:rojects. The civic
project has always been a source
of pride to the Greeks. Last year
the project was a cleanup of the
Barelas area. The city adminis~ ·
tration in thanktng the Greeks,
estimated that for the city to have
done the same project 'Would have
cost several thousand dollars. The
special award for the highest peri.
centage of attendance at the civir

THE FACTS OF
GREEK GROWTH
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The first sports cycle in the luxury class. Two
and four..c.v:<:le models from 85cc to 650cc.

...
"·

·..fM9
Lomas llvd. NE
.......
265-4592•
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If you can't say it .•• sing it.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65c-4 tim... $2.00. Insertion•
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publica·
tio11a Building, Phone 277·4002 or 277'4102,
FOR SALE
1954 FORD Sunllner. Tudor glll!ls top ; rare
and attractive. Make offer to Miller, 2CS·
7684. 1705 Mesa Vista Rd. NE. 8/lG, 1'1,
18.
'

0

FULL SWING

FACTS

Listen
to KNMD

.
SERVICES
. .
•. ~-· .,: .
TI'PEWJUTEn oalelr 1: repair•. s::::::l!f .. '·~
rate. to UN!l students on all mach&;: ,,

IN

GREEK
WEEK

Two members of the UNM Department of Music faculty will be
featured as soloists with the New
Mexico Chamber Orchestra in its
final concert of the season in the
Union Ballroom at 8:15 p.m.,
Thursday, March 24.
The orchestra, under the direction of Dr. Kurt Frederick, will
feature Prof. James Whitlow as
trumpet soloist performing Guiseppi' Torelli's ".Sinfonia con
Tromba," and Prof. Walter Keller
on the harpsichord performing
Haydn's "Concerto in D. Major fir
Harpsichord."
Other program numbers are
"Ontroduzione-Aria and Presto"
by Benedetto Marcello, and Mozart's "Symphony in E-FJat
Major.'' The concert is open to
the public and is free of any admission charge.

Days of Profest

•.,;ti

GREEK WEEK -ACTIVITIES

Two Music Students
Will Present Solos

SDS to Sponsor

f''

Friday, March 18, 1966

,

A serenade by the members of Phi Delta Theta helped kick Greek Week off. Here. J. R. Philp president
is shown presenting flowers to members of Phi Mu sorority in honor of the ·Phi Delt's FoundP.rs day and
wishes them the best of luck in Greek Week.
project is second only to the overall participation trophy. Civic
project chairman Barry Borden
h~ .arra~ for tl!i:! Ytmrl! cl'l!e
project to be divided into £our
areas. Areas to be cleaned up and
:repaired are: civic auditorium,
dividers on Central, Yale Park,
and the entrance of UNM. Last
yeats project award was won by
Phi Delta Theta. Competition this
year is expected to be very close
again.
The Greek Week Banquet will
be held at 5:80 in the New Mexico
Union BalJroom. With the number of Greeks on campus, it has
been figured there will be a maximum of six inches between the
backs of chairs,
The banquet will feature installation of the new officers of IFC
by the outgoing President J. R.
Philp. New officers include Bill
Parsons-president, Dave Phillipsvice-president, John Brooks-secretary, and Jerry Roehl-treasurer.
Awards presented will include
Greek man and Greek woman of
the year, and scholarship awards.
The participation trophy, won
Ia~t year by Pi Kappa Alpha, will
be presented to. the organization
with the highest percentage of
participation.
The feature speaker of the banquet will he the honorable Ed
Foreman. Foreman is an ex-congressman . from Texas, who now
lives in New Mexico. He is one

My dear Foster Parents:

of the leading Republicans of the have been a success.
state and is the campaign ma.nAround seventy-five per cent;
ager for the coming election.
of the chief executive officer& of
Tho>. final act'ivity of G:Nek
Ameriea'a largest. eo~urat\ont!
Week 1966 will be a dance at the who attended colleges with fraSub with the N'ew Beats. Mter ternities are members of fraterthe close o1' Greek Week we hdpe nities. This is significant when liEe
that our objectives will have been considers that fraternity members
met. If Greeks feel that they have average only about twenty to
gotten to know and understand twenty-five pel," cent of the student
some of the other Greeks in the enrollment in such institutions.
system then Greek Week 1966 will

Dean Mathaney really wouldn't paddle Rusty Russell except at the
Slave Sale. Others in the picture· include Sheila Scott and Gail Kritz.
berg of Alpha Chi Omega and Jim Augustine of Sigma Phi Epsilon.

I am v~ry happy to lea~n that you have accepted to adopt me as your
fostet• child. My parents pray the good Lord to bless you and your
loved ones and keep you all in good health. My family and r, we are all
enjoying good health ..

IFC Adopts
Pham Quang Kho~

The Interfraternity Council has
adopted Pham Quang Khoa of
South Vietnam under• the Foster
Parent's
Plan. Khoa is eleven
My siblings and I, we keep on going to school regularly. At school,
I always tt·y to do my best in my studies in o1·der to give you satisfac• years old-stands four feet high
tion. I do not play much.
and weighs 50 pounds. His father
became afflicted with tuberculosis
four years ago. and gave up all
physical
exertion. There are five
I am going to close no~ with loving wishes for your health and
other' children in the family suphappiness.
ported by l{hoa's mother.
She works as a peddler and
Last month, I received from you an amount of 580£, 3 bars of face earns 41 cents per day, 'fhey all
soap and an extra cash' gift of 300.£ fol' buying rice. Thank you very live in a hut, 7x21,' with the only
very much, my dear.
furniture being one bed, one small
and chair. Despite these
table
Your foster child,
hardships
Khoa has taken the time
Pham Quang Khoa
to
write
a
letter of appreciation
Pham Quang Khoa
to the Interfraternity Council,

LABARARE EST ORARE
This is an old Latin Maxim
which is just as applicable in the
field of fraternity as in Religion.
Lite1•ally it means, "To work is
to worship." F !'eely we say, "I£
y<;~u want to be a good fraternity
man, you have got to work at it."
In the college fraternity field
there are more lip servers and
fewer laborers than in any other
idealistic enterprise known to
man. There is a familial· saying to
characterize the man who never
hits the drumheads with anything
more solid than ideas: "He talks ·a
good fraternity.''
In an expanding universe, dominated momentarily by science, the
human animal is gradually conceding that, in some sphe1·es of
endeavor, practical experience,
long study of fundamental principles, and a lot of hard work in
implementing ideas is necessa1·y
fo1· a speaking knowledge of the
subject.
Not so in Fratemity! Anytime,
anywhere, and in any gathering,
anybody can tell what is wrong
a~d in the same breath come up
With a l'eady-made solution.
An all University bridge tournament was held Thursday night.
Meanwhile, what progress is
Four of the participants are Gene Glasco, Jeanette Ross (Alpha Chi made is going to continue to be
Omega), Bob Evans (Phi Delta Theta), and Jeanne Ray (Chi Omega) made by the man who audits the
chairman of the ev11nt.
books, ~rains the pledges, attends
the active chapter meeting, serves
A FRATERNITY IS JUDGED
on the House Corporation conNOT BY ITS AIMS BUT WHAT
ducts the initiation and, b~ pre·IT HITS
cept and example, teaches genEverybody knows that your
tlemanliness and the art of
fraternity has lofty ideals. Its
Monda~ night's stun.t night included these pretty AIJlha Chi's. Titer
gracious living to the younger
objectives, as outlined by the
are Bobbie Brown, }llchael Niew.>s, Pam Hennessee and are in the
brothers. For of such is the Kingfinals.
founders, include brotherhood,
dom of Fraternity.
democracy, clean living, scholarship, sacrificial loyalty to the high·
----····--;-.·· ·····-··~----~ -------_--..-.·"·-~----··-·y~·-·7;7;.:."-:~·--:--:e...-·~.- - -..·:-:··---~~;-.--;-~..... -::~--.__,-~:?.1·
est and best in fraternity, and the
;.
personality under the in:tluence of
i
'I
a close association of like. minds
..
"1
IJild kindred souls united in the
l
bonds of friendship.
All well and good; but alas!
'these items rarely make the front
page. Let your Chapter be involved in a scandal or your scholarship sink low or your house get
a bad namil,\socially or your sophomores develop a psychosis of the
concentration camp and see where
you are!
He who assumes the name of
fraternity simultaneousl:y takes up
the burden of proof that his badge
.,Muly represents not a man destroying but a man making organization. In your heart of hearts
you carry the score. May you so
play the game for your beloved
fraternity that its hits many and
its errors few.
-John 0. Moseley
··

'

TGnight Sabicas will perform at 8:15 in the Union BallroGm. He is
sponsored by the UNM Cultural Committee.

The Fabulous New Beats are gping to perform Saturday night at 9 P.M. in the Student Union for
Greeks and their dates. They will present two shows while their band will play all evening.

For All Your Photographic

Needs Call

Lyle ol Albuquerque, Photography
135 Pueblo Solano Dr. NW
344-1974
CANDID WEDDING PORTRAITS
COMMERCIAL COPY & PARTY PHOTOS

In case you did not notice, Greek flags have been flying in front of
Johnson Gym. If you have a chance drop by and see the many different types.

'

SWit
~-'

Bill Ross and Barry Borden are shown inspecting the grounds at
the Civic Auditorium in preparation lor the Clean-Up on Saturday
~ 10 A.M.

WRIFO IN TUCSON ...:....
This year the Western Regional
Inter-fraternity Conference will
be held in TucsGn, Arizona, April
16·18. J. R. Philp, Vice-President
of Region Four, is leading the
delegation. It is hoped New Mexico
can \vin the presidency of this
most coveted conference and have
the conference in Albuquerque·
next year.
It is very valuable in that all
aspects of Greek life are covered
in discussion with representatives
:from about thirty other schools
in the Western Region.

., •••• _. _____ -~

<.- .;::.

, . . ~n Tuesday night. Greeks enjoyed th.e companionship. of other Jlcmbers of the system by purtici 11 atmg m ~n Exchange Dmner. Shown enjpymg themselves at the Phi Mu sorority house are Lanny Rontinge.r, Ph1 Gumma Delta, Don Scott, Kappa Alpha; Connie Chase, Phi Mu; Diltnne Willis Phi Mu • and
M1ssy Moore, Delta Delta Delta,
'
'

-

Parsons, Dick Baker, and Gene Thomas hope to lead the char•
iot race in the Greek games this afternoon at 3 :30 P.M. on Zimmerman Field. Many oUter exciting events are also planned for friendly
competition.

The Housemother's Tea w.as held Wednesday in the Sigma. Alpha
Epsilon house. Shown attending are the host and ·hostesses Mrs.
Beatrice Hammack and Steve Chriest of Sigma Alpha Epsilon and
Mrs. Mina Kellep of Delta Gamma,

i
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U· Reg~,Q~~s Approv~
$4
illion Budget

'
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DIXIE P ARTREE, Chi Omega

MARY MII,LER, Phi Mu

J. R. PHILP, Phi. Delta Theta

Kappa Alpha Theta

tudents Answered

ouncil Candidate
Issues Statement
Regarding Budget

THE COLLEGE FRATERNITY SECRETARIES ASSOCIATION

Code
for Every College Fraternity Member
Joining a fraternity gives the new member certain desirable privileges. Among these
are the backing of his Brothers in all his college activities, and the creation of a bond
of fellowship with each man who wears the same badge-from whatever chapter he may
come, whereever he may be met.
At the same time, undergraduate membership involves definite obligations, for a full
four years, or until a degree is received. These should be made clear in advance, so that
they will be unhesitatingly fulfilled by the individual throughout his academic career.
For this purpose, the College Fraternity Secretaries Association has prepared and
approved the following Code of Responsibilities:

KAREN CANTRELL,
Alpha Delta Phi

* SCHOLASTIC REsPONSIBILITY. The well-being of the
Chapter, the Fraternity, and the entire College Fraternity
System depends upon achieving and maintaining a high

degree of scholarship. It is the duty of every member to
give his best efforts to his studies, to enhance the academic
record of his Chapter.

f

I.

*

MARTHA McQUAID,
Delta Delta Delta

CHARACTER RESPONSIBILITY. To the college administration and the public, the moral conduct and personal
behavior of each member affects the total Chapter image.
This makes it imperative for the individual to act at all
times according to the highest standards of integrity,
propriety and good taste.

*

RESPONSIBILITY. Since the continued existence of the Chapter requires a regular sueecssion of
leaders, it is the obligation of every member to prepare
for positions of service and authority-not seeking any
LEADERSHIP

MARSHA CARTER,
Kappa Kappa Gamma
"YOU'D BETI'ER PAY Kendall's photography bill, Ormsby, or
he's liable to start revealing Mirage trade secrets in the LOBO,"
says Associate Editor Chuck Lanier at right to Editor Tom
Ormsby. (LOBO photo]Jy Kendall.)

it

I

I

I

3 Candidates Eligible

office but being ready to accept when needed, and to
serve to the best of his ability at all times.

For Council ·Election

* OBEDIENCE RESPONSIBILITY. Policies and regulations
are established by the College and the Fraternity for the
good of all. It is incumbent upon every member to comply
with all such rules and practices-including those relating
to hazing, drinking and social affairs. Every member
shall attend all Chapter meetings and official functions
unless excused from doing so, because of circumstances
beyond his control.
*FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY. Each member shall
promptly meet all bills presented to him for Fraternity
expenses in conformity with Chapter requirements; he
shall avoid incurring debts with other members or with
local merchants which cannot be, or are not, paid when
due. Members shall reside in and eat all meals at the
Chapter house when such facilities are available.

THE AssoCIATION has provided each member fraternity of the National
Interfraternity Conference with this Code of Responsibilities, and has resolved that each Fraternity, either through its official magazine columns or
by bulletinsfrom its Centtal Office, urge its chapters arrd local Interfraternity
Councils to impress continuously upon their members-and especially upon
all rushees-the importance offulfilling these responsibilities.

DIANE ROUNTREE,
Delta Gamma

"
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A motion to declare the con.
stitutional referendum held last .
Wednesday, null and void was dismissed by Student Court in a
special meeting Saturday. The
Court, instead, formally ratified
the election which passed the new
Associated · Students Constitution
by narrow two-thirds vote.
The motion, made by the Elections Committee, asked that the
Court reject the election results
on the grounds that the committee was illegally appointed. The
Elections Committee is responsible for the counting of the votes
in a student body election.
The Elections Committee had
earlier disputed the results of the
election charging that the count
made by the committee didn't
pass the constitution and that
the court was illegal in ordering
four recounts, made by two of
the Court Justices and only two
of the Elections Committee members, which eventually found one
hundred more "for" votes and
eleven less "nay" votes that
passed the proposed constitution
by the required two-thh·ds majority.
The Student Court admitted
that involving itself in the voting was irregular and that the
laws governing elections specifically assigned Student Court the
1·oles as an impartial supervisor,
but noted that it could not accept such a ease based on the disputed legality of the four re·
counts since the Court would
have to be the defendant.
As a compromise, the Court
beard arguements for rejecting
the election results because of the
illegality of the Elections Committee itself. They were told that
according to Senate approved
laws, the members were supposed
to be appointed by the Vice- president and approved by Senate and
that the Committee members had
not been so approved.
After the Student Court delib·
(Continued on page 3)

Dean Howard Methany has offense by the Court. The campus
verified the eligibility of the fol- must be cleared of all campaign
lowing students as candidates in materials by Friday, March 25,
the student election to fill the 1966, 1:00 p.m.
Council seat vacated by Carrol IV. Each candidate will be held
Cagle: Richard Peter Bolton, Wil- personally responsible for the
liam Frazer Carr and Chester compliance of his campaign with
Coleman Travelstead, Jr.
the above prescribed rules. If a
By order of the Student Court candidate is found to have broken
the following regulations have the prescribed rules the Student
been adopted in regard to the Court may fine him or refuse to
Special Election to be held on ratify his election to office.
March 23, 1966.
V. The results of the election
I. All members of the Assowill
be determined by the Court
ciated Students of the University
and
published. as soon as posof New Mexico are eligible to
sible.
Any litigation contesting
vote. Each voter will present his
the
election
must be filed before
regular University Identification
1:00
p.m.,
March
.25, 1966. The
Card and his Athletic Identificaresult
of
the
election as
official
tion Card to the Election Officials.
determined
by
the
Court
will be
II. The election will be held in
announced
on
March
82,
1966.
the north Ballroom of the New
Mexico Union. This voting area · VI. Any other provisions or
will be open between the hours rules not stated herein but contained in the Associated Students
of 8:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.
III. No campaign material will Constitution or in the Senate Law
be posted on campus anywhere Book and pertinent to the Speprior to Monday, March 21 1 1966. cial Election will be enforced.
There will be no campaign materials or campaigning within the
polling area. No person will destroy or deface any campaign
material. Posters or handbills
will not be permitted on any place
except bulletin boards. In addiCHICAGO
(CPS) - What permissiveness.
tion, only . one poster or handbill should be the university's role in
The idea th!l university should
per candidate will be allowed on guiding student morality?
play the role of a parent (in loco
each bulletin board. The cork
This question was among those yarentis) was even more strongly
'Strips above classroom chalk- bothering educators at the Na- rejected by Helen Newlis, Dean of
boards are not to be considered tional Conference of the Associa- Students at the University of
bulletin boards. No loud speakers tion for Higher Education, held Rochester.
or other voice amplifying de- here March 13-16.
"The student must be free to
vices may be used for campaign
Two speakers challenged the question the existing order and to
purposes. No poster or handbill · wisdom of administration at- test new attitudes," she urged.
8' 1x12" will be placed on bulletin tempts to impose rules on stu- While the university does have a
boards in classrooms. On other dents.
role in helping· students establish
bulletin boards, a poster for an
.Fred M. Hechinger, education values for thentselves, it must itindividual shall not exceed editor of the New York Times, self be liberated from conventional
18"x24". Slanderous statements suggested a "community of schol- attitudes which inhibit ingenuity
and the use of libelous, malicious ars" needs to have rules, but they and imagination, she said.
or misleading material will be should probably be set by the
This applies both to moral atconsidered an extremely serious students themselves.
titudes on such questions as sexPersonal Attention
ual practices and to over-valuing
in
today's
affluent
soagainst individual expresStudents
g1·ades
Election Officials
ciety
are
demanding
more
atten·
sion
and
imagi!Jation, she argued.
Students interested in ·act.
Women's
tion
for
themselves
as
students
Uestrictions
ing as election officials in Wed·
for
In
response
to
Mrs. Newlis' reand
asking
more
autonomy
nesday's special election should
their
personal
lives,
Hechinger
Miriam
Sheldon,
Dean of
marks,
submit their name, address,
said. The students' quest for ma- Women at the University of Illi·
and telephone number to the
turity, he pointed out, involves nois, cited a need for such restricStudent Court box in thll Acboth direct participation in uni- tions as hour limitations for
tivities Center,
versity
affairs and. intellectual women's dot•ms.
~ ,..........li........""'!ool......o.j."''-i.,io4-.
., ........................._.

Goleman Travelstead, sophomore candidate for the Student
Council seat left vacant by GarNl Cagle's resignation, issued a
statement Sunday answering
questions he has been asked by
students.
In reply to those who have
asked Why he is running when
there are only four weeks left
until the end of the term. Travelstead said, "These last four weeks
will probably be the most important and fruitful of the year.
Most of the programs introduced
this year are in finalizing stages
and are in need of support." He
stressed the fact that "The most
important of the programs under
consideration will be the new
budget for next year."
Travelstead also stated that he
plans to continue in student government and would provide continuity into the new eol'lsideration.
In response to the question of
his affiliation, Travelstead said,
"I am not running under any
specific. label, but i;f one were attached r would hope to be known
as a stude)lt for better government."

Bill Carr Submits
His Council Plans
This is the text of a statement
submitted by Bill Carr, junior
candidate for the Student Council seat left vacant by Carroll
Cagle's resignation:
"The election for Student Council this week is somewhat unique
in that the individual elected will
serve for only one month. This
does not make the election unimportant.
"During the next month, Council will consider the budget. This
and the completion of the present
councilmen's projects makes the
coming month one of utmost im(Continued on page 2)
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"Male students between 18 and
22 will use every device they
r.:w • .•• Freshmap. girls will date
practically anybody, from fre!!hman boys to married instructors,
in some cases/' she said.
The discussion after Hechinger's talk showed general
agreement on the "moral revolution" among young people these
days. Hechinger pointed to a
study showing one out of six
teenage girls in Connecticut are
pregnant and unwed, A member
of the audience responded that the
mtio was even higher in New
York State.
A Dean from one school reported students manufacturing
LSD in the chemistry labs and
selling it for four cents a cube,
while a representative from another college asked how a dean
should deal with a "good girl"
who had asked to be fitted with
a diaphragm.
No conclusive answers to these
problems were found.
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One-Fourth Used
For Construction
And Landscaping
ByANNELEHNHAUSEN
Approval for a $43.7 million
University Budget for 1966-67
was given by the Board' of Regents in a meeting Saturday.
About a fourth of this figure
will be used for construction of
new UNM buildings.
UNM Architect Van Dorn
Hooker said that in order to accommodate an eventual enrollment of 25,000, it is necessary for
the campus to undergo many
changes.
"When completed our campus
will give us a feeling that no
other campus ever could," said
Hooker.
Present Construction
Hooker said that construction
is now being done on:
1. The Library Addition. This
will be completed before June but
then construction must start on
the old building. Hooker said that
this poses a problem for the library must remain in use while
the moving its goil;•g on.
2. :!'he Concert Hall. ·Completion will be tl1e ilrst part of Oet1i".,
ber.
8. The Basketball Arena. This
is next to the UNM football field.
It will be ready for use Dee. 1
and will seat 15,000.
4. The Golf Course Clubhouse.
It will be ready the end of this
summer. The Regents let the contract to Weaver Construction Co.,
the lowest bidder, for $269,566.
5. The remodeling of Hokona's
'Serving and Kitchen areas. This
will be completed by the fall.
Landscaping
6. Landscaping. This is being
done between Mesa Vista Dorm
and the College of Education. It
will be completed by early summer. "Planting beds for trees are
being made with some having
benches around them," Hoo!l;~r
said. He also said that Kiosks Wi'n
be made. These are stands for
posting notices. They are eight
feet high, made of redwood, have
a roof over them, and have a
slot on the sides for the LOBO .
7. A parking lot. This will be
on Campus Blvd. behind Hokona
and will be completed the end of
this summer.
New Dorms
Dr. Sherman Smith, administrative vice-president of·the Campus
Planning Committee, said in the
regents meeting that the plan
for a high·rise dormitory which
would hold about 700 students
was being dropped for the close
construction of modules housing.
Each would accommodate 54 students.
.1
"This is sort of a higb-ri~~
building la,id down on its side,"
Smith said. Some 1200 students
will be lodged, the first phase to
be completed the fall of 196'7.
The Regents heard that in the
next few weeks bids will be taken
on equipment for a $2,975,000
Basic Science Bldg. for the School
of Medicine.
The Regents passed a motion
for the architect to proceed with
plans on a $2,368,000 addition to
the Biology building.
!lids to Be Taken
Bids will be taken in July for
the new student Health and University , College Offices at ·the
south end of Mesa Vista. Con{Cqn\i~u~4 Pll.!li!Se. ?) ~.
, ,·, .
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